
Benefits
 ■ Access to a fully managed service

 ■ Automation of the entire ML workflow and
production development

 ■ Easy integration of the ML model with existing
data pipeline

Key Activities

Customer Contribution
 ■ Identify customer resources to attend regular

cadence meetings as part of Cloudwick’s team

 ■ Participate in initial workshop and sessions
if required

Machine Learning with Amazon SageMaker
Easily build and manage a machine learning (ML) models for your organization utilizing 

Cloudwick’s subscription service. Cloudwick offers a tier-based subscription solution allowing 
your organization to tailor your subscription based on specific needs. 

Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve 
your business needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS Partner 
Network (APN) Partners that have attained AWS Competency designations. 
Customer ready solutions are based on architectures validated by AWS, 
include a combination of AWS services and APN Partner technologies, 
can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators like AWS Quick Starts, 
and feature optional consulting offerings provided by APN Partners, to 
accelerate your cloud transformation. 

Cloudwick Industry Machine Learning Platform

Customer Ready Solutions

APN Advanced Consulting Partner

AWS Machine Learning Competency Partner

AWS DevOps Competency Partner

AWS Big Data Competency Partner

*AWS and partner funding available. Rules and restrictions apply.
*Regional coverage available in North America & EMEA
© 2018, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Get started

Machine Learning-as-a-Service 
on AWS with Cloudwick
Consulting Offer

3, 6, and 9-month subscription options | Contact Cloudwick for custom pricing | North America, Europe, APAC

Obtain detailed insights reports, ongoing 
support, and personalized help from Cloudwick’s 
team of experts

Engage in ML use case discussions with the 
customer and discover the ideal artificial 
intelligence, data lake, and machine learning 
approach that best fits the need of the organization

Provide the skillset needed for data science, 
data engineering and extract, transform, 
load (ETL), along with setting up an AWS 
environment if needed

Continually maintain the ML models to assure 
business requirements are being fulfilled

https://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/solutions/machine-learning-amazon-sagemaker-cloudwick/
https://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/amazon-connect-freshworks/get_AWS_help
https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000UfaSDIAZ&source=Solution%20Space

